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Abstract

We developed and tested three MBE-compatible processes for the deposition of high-quality low-temperature silicon oxides and oxyni-

trides in the ultra high vacuum at substrate temperatures between room temperature and 5008C: gas enhanced evaporation (GEE), plasma

enhanced evaporation (PEE) and plasma enhanced oxidation (PEO). The deposited layers were thoroughly investigated and compared with

respect to their electrical, optical and stoichiometrical properties by means of ellipsometry, mechanical pro®lometry, Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Rutherford backscattering (RBS), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectro-

scopy, and by electrical measurements (I±V, C±V) on MOS structures. A model of the growth mechanism for each of the processes is

suggested. q 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

SiO2 thin ®lms are the most important dielectrics and

passivation layers in large and ultra-large scale integration

of micro- and nanoelectronic devices like non-volatile

memories and LOGICs [1±3] or Josephson cache memories

[4]. Low-temperature SiOx are widely employed for their

unique electrical, optical and mechanical properties.

Substoichiometric oxides in intermetal dielectric stacks

can improve the electronic properties of multilevel intercon-

nection devices because they can better water molecules.

The high number of dangling bonds in Si rich SiOx enhances

the chemical reactivity for oxides. Thus, water molecules

can be subtracted from the surrounding layers [2]. Optoe-

lectronic applications of SiOx ®lms include facet coatings of

semiconductor lasers [5], resonant cavity photodetectors [6]

and waveguides [7].

New photonic devices as well as electronic devices with a

long-term reliability awakened a high interest in silicon

nitrides and silicon oxynitrides for encapsulation and passi-

vation in packaging of integrated circuits, or as an insulating

layer in metal-nitride-oxide-silicon (MNOS) devices [8].

Further applications include the use as gate dielectric in

thin ®lm transistors (TFT) [9], and as an antire¯ective

protection layer in solar cells [10]. Nitrides are also attrac-

tive candidates for realizing smaller dimensions in ICs

because of their high dielectric constant (7.0) compared to

SiO2 (3.9) and because of their role as a diffusion layer

against moisture and impurity ions. According to the SIA

technology roadmap for semiconductors [11] low-leakage

dielectrics with high permittivity will be required for

DRAM storage node capacitors and on-chip ®ltering/decou-

pling.

For many purposes, high quality Si-based dielectrics are

produced by high-temperature oxidation or nitridation

between 700 and 10008C. Although, such insulators in

general meet all requirements for modern devices, serious

problems arise where thermal budget of the process is

concerned. For example, MBE-grown nanostructure devices

need sharp doping pro®les or heterostructures on a

nanometer scale for good electronic properties [12]. Process

temperatures below 7008C are desirable to avoid dopant

redistribution. To prevent interdiffusion of metallic layers

like aluminum the process temperature must not exceed
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5008C. Hence, very low substrate temperatures are desirable

for the fabrication of such devices.

So far, SiO2 and substoichiometric silicon oxides have

been fabricated by PECVD with silane and an oxidizing

gas at temperatures below 4508C [13]. However, silane is

a dangerous precursor and special care must be taken with

the exhaust. One serious disadvantage is the high incorpora-

tion of hydrogen into the ®lms coming from the SiH4 mole-

cule. This leads to unwanted compounds like Si±H or Si±

OH which serve as charge traps. This has negative impacts

on the dielectric characteristics. Another approach has been

the evaporation of solid silicon monoxide (SiO) targets in

oxygen atmosphere [5]. Using this target material, however,

does not allow the fabrication of SiOx with x , 1. Further-

more, it can be dif®cult to control the evaporation of SiO by

electron beam heating because of its thermal decomposition

and particle splitting.

Hence, novel low-temperature oxidation processes have

been investigated recently. PEO (plasma enhanced oxida-

tion) delivers oxides by burning a low-energy electron arc in

oxygen atmosphere with the Si substrate merged into the

plasma. It is eligible for the growth of very thin dielectric

layers between 5 and 30 nm. For PEE (plasma enhanced

evaporation), Si is evaporated in addition to the plasma.

We mainly use it for the fabrication of Si-based nitrides or

oxynitrides with a thickness of 20±300 nm. GEE (gas

enhanced evaporation) works like PEE only with the plasma

switched off because, unlike nitrogen, oxygen naturally

reacts with silicon. These techniques offer many advantages

over conventional oxide fabrication methods such as accu-

rate determination of the ¯ux, low background contamina-

tion, in-situ process monitoring tools, safe operation and a

wide process window. All processes can be performed at

room temperature and are UHV- and MBE-compatible as

they can be easily performed directly after MBE growth in

the same chamber without interrupting the UHV conditions.

It is the objective of this paper to compare the electronic,

optoelectronic and stoichiometric properties of the oxide

®lms fabricated by the above mentioned low-temperature

processes. Many characterisation methods were used to

collect as much information on the ®lms as possible because

single techniques are all limited. Also, the experimental

results are the basis for a discussion of the dynamics of

®lm growth. Fields of applications are suggested.

2. Experimental setup and ®lm growth

The UHV chamber is tested for multiple use such as

MBE, oxide growth and hydrogen plasma cleaning of the

substrates prior to any further process. The process chamber

[14], is part of the Modular UHV multichamber system

(MUM 545) from Balzers AG, Liechtenstein [15]. The

base pressure in the chamber is typically 5 £ 1029 mbar.

All oxides were deposited on high-ohmic p-type (100)

oriented silicon substrates. Generally, after a standard

RCA cleaning the wafers were immediately introduced

into the load-lock of the modular UHV multichamber

system. Our standard hydrogen plasma cleaning was applied

to remove the native oxide and organic contamination from

the substrate surface at room temperature. The principle of

the processes is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is described in the

following paragraphs.

2.1. Gas enhanced evaporation (GEE)

For subsequent deposition of SiOx layers silicon was

evaporated from a crucible under O2 gas atmosphere. The

deposited Si atoms naturally react with the O2 molecules at

the surface. The deposition rate of Si under UHV conditions

was determined by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMG)

before oxygen was introduced. The gas pressure in the

chamber was kept constant by mass ¯ow controllers.

Films were grown with oxygen ¯ows ranging from 0.8

sccm (1:5 £ 1023 Pa) to 73 sccm (0.1 Pa) at a substrate

temperature of 3608C for most of the samples. The evapora-

tion rate of Si in the UHV was kept constant at 0.3 AÊ /s. The

growth rate of SiOx depends on the reduced mean free path

of the evaporated molecular beam at high gas pressures and

on the growth kinetics at the substrate surface. The mean

free path falls below 45 cm, which is the distance between

the substrate and the Si target, at an oxygen pressure of

greater than approximately 4 £ 1022 Pa. One sample was

grown in pure N2 gas atmosphere at a substrate temperature

of 3608C.

2.2. Plasma enhanced evaporation (PEE)

Gases like N2 which do not naturally react with silicon are

cracked by a low-energy plasma to form Si3N4 or together

with O2 oxynitride insulators [14], but for a better point of

view the principle is summarized brie¯y. A low-energy

electron arc of high volume is created by a DC discharge

from the negative-biased ®lament to the grounded chamber

walls (anode). The substrate, merged into the plasma, is also
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Fig. 1. Process chamber developed for plasma enhanced evaporation and

similar processes.



grounded. The average kinetic energy of the electrons is

estimated to be 5±10 eV which is enough to dissociate but

not ionize the process gas [16]. Thereby, substrate damage

is avoided. In addition to O2, a minimum amount of 20 sccm

Ar (6 £ 1022 Pa) is needed as a working gas to create the

plasma. Thus, the total process pressure is typically higher

than 8 £ 1022 Pa. This low Ar ¯ow was used for all PEE

processes to keep the mean free path in the gas as large as

possible. Numerous SiOx and SiOxNy ®lms were grown with

different Si evaporation rates at room temperature and at

3608C. The oxygen gas ¯ow was varied between 1.5 sccm

(2:3 £ 1023 Pa) and 15 sccm (2:6 £ 1022 Pa). Oxynitrides

were grown with an O2/N2 ¯ow of 0/8, 2/6 and 4/4 sccm at

3608C.

2.3. Plasma enhanced oxidation (PEO)

A third method of growing SiO2 is by plasma enhanced

oxidation (PEO). It works like PEE only with the evaporator

switched off. The Ar ¯ow was maintained at 80 sccm

(1:2 £ 1021 Pa) for most of the samples because under

this condition the plasma was found to be very stable and

of good geometry. The oxygen ¯ow was ®xed at 10 sccm.

The process pressure was typically 0.5 Pa. Plasma oxyni-

trides were grown with an O2/N2 ¯ow of 0/10 sccm (room

temperature and 3608C) and 5/5 sccm (3608C).

3. Film characterisation methods

The thickness and the refractive index of the as-deposited

oxide layers were determined at ®xed wavelength (633 nm)

and ®xed incident angle (70o) with a PLASMOS SD 2300

ellipsometer. The measurements were carried out system-

atically in N-¯oat and N-®x modus at several points for each

sample. The validity of the thickness measurements was

con®rmed by comparison with the results obtained from a

mechanical pro®lometer (Sloan Dektak II).

For electrical characterization, Al pads were evaporated

on the ®lms through a mechanical shadow mask to form

metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) diodes with an area

of 7:8 £ 1023 cm2. The electrical back side contact to the

metal chuck was ensured by conducting silver. We avoided

sputtering the back side because in our experiments it some-

times caused electrical damage to very thin dielectric ®lms.

Capacitance-voltage (C±V) and conductance-voltage (G±V)

measurements were obtained from a HP4275 multi

frequency LRZ meter. A Keithley-230 programmable

voltage source as well as a Keithley-617 programmable

electrometer were used for dynamic ramp current-voltage

(I±V) measurements. The current was measured 3 s after the

applied voltage was increased in steps of 0.3 V.

Electrical and optical properties of dielectrics are very

sensitive to stoichiometry and impurities. Thus, we charac-

terized the stoichiometry and impurity level by electron

spectroscopy (AES and XPS), as well as by RBS and FTIR.

Prior to surface electron spectroscopy the samples have to

be sputter-cleaned for two reasons. The surface is usually

covered with adsorbed carbon, hydrocarbons or carbon

oxides leading to a weaker signal of the SiOx compound

and to errors in the determination of the atomic concentra-

tion of the elements. Furthermore, when exposed to air,

native SiO2 is formed on SiOx surfaces with x , 2. To

reduce damage, the samples were ®rst sputtered by ions of

higher kinetic energy and subsequently by a beam of lower

energy.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) enables the determi-

nation of relative atomic concentrations and - to a certain

extent - chemical analysis of a ®lm. AES measurements

were performed on a Perkin±Elmer ESCA/Auger system,

PHI model ESCA 550, with a double pass cylindrical mirror

analyzer. The base pressure in the analysis chamber was

typically 1:0 £ 1027 Pa. The samples were all sputter-

cleaned prior to analysis by an Ar1 ion beam of 3 kV for

60 s and 1 kV for another 60 s from a differentially pumped

Perkin±Elmer, PHI model 04-303 ion gun. Next to rough

surveys, high resolution spectra were recorded with a

kinetic energy of 3 kV of the incident electron beam for

Si LVV and O KLL and of 5 kV for Si KLL. These energies

were used to obtain strong signals for Si LVV and Si KLL,

respectively. The current through the sample was ®xed to

300 nA in each case. It should be noted that a quantitative

analysis of the atomic concentration of Si and O is hardly

possible in substoichiometric SiOx. The peak for Si LVV

splits for substoichiometric SiOx with maxima at 76 eV (for

SiO2) and 92 eV (for elemental Si) in the differentiated

surface spectrum [17].

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, also known as electron

spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) was used to

determine the chemical state of the oxides as well as the

atomic concentrations of the elements. For XPS measure-

ments a Perkin±Elmer, PHI model 1257, ESCA spectro-

meter with a concentric hemispherical electron analyzer

was used with a pass energy of 20 eV. The pressure in the

analysis chamber was typically 2 £ 1028 Pa. Photoelectrons

were excited by Mg Ka X-rays with hn � 1253:6 eV. The

binding energy scale was calibrated with the C 1s photo-

electron line at 284.6 eV to correct the charging effect. All

experiments were performed at a takeoff angle of 548, (the

so called magic XPS angle) with respect to the surface

plane. For Ar1 sputtering a Perkin±Elmer, PHI model 04-

303 ion gun was applied. The samples were ®rst bombarded

by 2 keV ions (5 mC charge in total) and subsequently by 1

keV ions (2 mC) for a mild treatment. The sputtered area

was about 0.5 cm2.

Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) measurements were

done to ®nd out the atomic composition of the ®lms.

Analyses were done on a High Voltage Engineering Europe

B.V. accelerator and end station. The incident beam

consisted of 1 MeV 4-He1 ions and was directed perpendi-

cular to the sample surface. RBS data were collected at a

backscatter angle of 758. Since the information is obtained
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from nuclei scattering, no chemical data are available by

this method.

Fourier transformed transmission infrared (FTIR) absorp-

tion spectra were taken from SiOx samples to study the

bonding con®guration in the bulk of the ®lms. The location

of the absorption band identi®es the chemical bond, the

concentration of the bond determines the intensity of the

peak. A Nicolet 5PC FTIR spectrometer operating in the

mid-infrared region (400±4000 cm21) was used to obtain

the data. The recorded data are corrected by a ®tted baseline

(to account for interference effects in the ®lm) and subtract-

ing the spectra of a bare silicon substrate to eliminate the

silicon peaks.

Three samples were used as a reference for the performed

measurements: elemental Si, wet thermal SiO2, and CVD-

Si3N4.

4. Experimental results

In this section the experimental results are presented and

± if possible ± compared for the three low-temperature oxide

fabrication processes. The measured ®lm properties and the

experiments on dynamics of ®lm growth are the basis for the

discussion in the following section.

Table 1 gives an overview over typical values for refrac-

tive index, ®lm thickness and growth rate for all three

processes. The very low growth rates for PEO clearly

show that pure plasma oxide growth is not a competitive

process to PEE where ®lm growth is accelerated by

evaporation. Because of the similarity of both growth meth-

ods, the typical lateral uniformity in thickness for the GEE-

samples corresponds to that of pure Si MBE deposition of Si

in the UHV. The PEE and PEO samples show a higher

thickness at locations closer to the plasma source. This

could be improved by a sweeping arc and by substrate rota-

tion or by a different chamber geometry. The lateral unifor-

mity in the refractive index is below 2% for all samples.

Fig. 2 shows a double logarithmic plot of the PEO oxide

thickness versus the duration of exposure to the oxygen

plasma. Above 10 min the thickness of the grown SiO2

layers is directly proportional to the square root of the

process time. This time dependence is conferred from the

slope (1/2) of the plot indicating that the oxidation kinetics

is limited by the diffusion of oxidizing species through the

growing ®lm rather than by the ¯ux of species to the surface.

Hence, for a thickness of more than 50 AÊ the growth is

obviously transport rate limited and thus comparable to

thermal oxidation where the relatively large oxygen mole-

cules diffuse through the oxide layer, followed by the reac-

tion at the Si/SiO2 interface, ®rst described by Deal and

Grove [18]. Films grown in a pure N2 plasma are only

half as thick as those grown in a pure O2 plasma under the

same or similar conditions.

Compared to thermal oxidation, ®lm growth by PEO

proceeds much more rapidly leading to the conclusion that

the plasma supplies particles that diffuse easier as compared

to O2 molecules. With our conditions, plasma oxidation

rates at room temperature and 4508C are nearly the same

as compared with those found in standard literature for dry

thermal oxidation at 700 and 9008C, respectively [19]. The

slope for thermal oxides is actually a bit higher than 1/2

because the Deal±Grove model is valid for thicknesses

above 300 AÊ . Furthermore, the SiO2 growth rates show

Arrhenius dependence versus substrate temperature with a

positive activation energy of 0.07 eV (Fig. 3). This value is

nearly three times smaller than the value of 0.19 eV found
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Table 1

Typical values for ®lm thickness, growth rate and refractive index of SiO2

fabricated by three different growth methods. The values given for the

refractive index of PEE-grown SiO2 is only valid for ®lms thicker than

150 AÊ

Gas

enhanced

evaporation

(GEE)

Plasma

enhanced

evaporation

(PEE)

Plasma

enhanced

oxidation

(PEO)

Layer thickness (AÊ ) 400±600 200±2000 40±300

Lateral uniformity (%) , 3 2±6 2±6

Growth rate (AÊ /s) 0.25±0.80 0.2±3 0.03±0.2

Refractive index 1.42±1.48 1.45±1.49 1.44±1.47

Lateral uniformity (%) , 1 , 2 0.5±2

Fig. 2. Double-logarithmic plot of the PEO oxide thickness versus duration

to O2 plasma exposure. The dashed lines for dry oxidation are shown for

comparison [19].

Fig. 3. Arrhenius plot of PEO oxide thickness as a function of inverse

temperature.



by Hu et al, in a similar experiment [20]. The activation

energy is signi®cantly smaller than for dry thermal oxida-

tion where it amounts to 2.22 eV [18].

The refractive index of the GEE-grown samples,

measured by ellipsometry, can be easily set by varying the

O2 ¯ow into the chamber as shown in Fig. 4. Above 2 £
1022 Pa the mean free path of the Si atoms is lower than the

distance between the crucible with the Si target and the

substrate which is 45 cm. The refractive index indicates

that stoichiometric SiO2 is formed under these conditions.

Below 2 £ 1022 Pa the refractive index of the deposited

layer exponentially grows with decreasing O2 pressure in

the chamber. By extrapolation, the refractive index of crys-

talline Si (3.8) should be reached at an approximate oxygen

pressure of 5 £ 1025 Pa. It should be mentioned that the

accuracy of ellipsometric measurements decreases for

very Si rich oxides because of lower transparency at the

wavelength of 633 nm.

4.1. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)

All oxide ®lms as loaded into the AES analysis chamber

only show surface contamination by C. After the sputter

cleaning the concentration of C fell below the detection

limit of 1%. Fig. 5 displays changes in Si LVV and Si

KLL as a function of the refractive index n for a selection

of GEE oxides. These results are compared with measure-

ments obtained from thermal SiO2 and pure Si. The Si LVV

peak at 92 eV increases at the expense of the peak at 76 eV

for increasing Si:O ratio x. The Si KLL peak moves from

1622.5 eV for x � 2 to 1612.5 eV for x � 0. The position of

the O KLL is located around 505 eV for all samples (not

shown here). Slight deviations to the literature values [17]

are due to charging effects. The AES peak locations show

the presence of Si, SiO2 and SiOx phases in substoichio-

metric silicon oxide ®lms (samples GEE6, GEE5, GEE4

from Table 2). The Si LVV peak of the near stoichiometric

GEE specimen (GEE3, GEE1, GEE2) is not as sharp as that

of the thermal SiO2. This indicates that slight amounts of

silicon-rich clusters are incorporated into the ®lms by the

evaporation process or that the layers are not as dense as
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Fig. 4. Refractive index of GEE-grown SiOx as a function of O2 pressure

during Si evaporation.

Fig. 5. Changes of the (a) Si KLL and (b) Si LVV Auger spectra of GEE

oxides as a function of refractive index. The curves of thermal SiO2 and of

elemental Si are shown for comparison. The dashed lines give the literature

values of the bottom peak of Si LVV (76 eV for SiO2, 92 eV for Si) and Si

KLL (approximately 1610 eV for SiO2, 1621 eV for Si) [17].



thermal SiO2, which may cause changes in the angle of the

SiO2 molecule. When the Si and O atomic concentrations

are nearly equal (sample GEE6), the ®lm consists of a

mixture of all SiOx phases (x � 0, 1, 1.5, 2) as indicated

by the broad peak. This will be con®rmed by XPS data as

shown below. No incorporated nitrogen was found neither

by AES nor by XPS in the deposited Si layer of the GEE

sample grown in N2 gas atmosphere.

AES spectra were also taken for PEE grown samples with

different N2:O2 gas mixtures in the plasma in order to grow

oxynitrides. No N was found for PEE7, where the N2:O2

¯ow ratio was lowest (compared to PEE5 and PEE6),

neither by AES nor by XPS. The atomic concentration of

N for PEE6 was determined to 7%. The depth pro®le as well

as a surface spectrum of sample PEE5 after 3 min sputter-

ing, which was deposited by PEE in the nitrogen plasma, is

shown in Fig. 6. After correction for relative sensitivities,

the ®lm is composed of 35% Si, 49% N and 16% O. The

relatively high incorporation of O is attributed to the deso-

rption of residual oxygen from the process chamber by

plasma radicals. The high Si content indicates that, even

though activated by the plasma, nitrogen is very reluctant

to react with the deposited Si species. A fairly vertical

uniform distribution is followed by a rather abrupt transition

region. In this region, the Si content increases concurrently

with the decreasing nitrogen content while the O pro®le

faces a slight maximum at the interface. This is also due

to residual oxygen which reacts much easier with the

dangling bonds of the Si surface than nitrogen at the begin-

ning of ®lm growth. Even a CVD-Si3N4 sample contains 7%

oxygen. Fig. 7 summarizes the spectra of Si LVV and Si

KLL of the PEE samples PEE5, PEE6 and PEE7. The

curves for Si, thermal SiO2, CVD-Si3N4 and PEO (plasma

enhanced oxidation) oxide are shown for reference. With

growing concentration of incorporated oxygen in the PEE-

SiON samples the Si KLL peak shifts as expected from 76 to

84 eV, the literature values for SiO2 and Si3N4 [17]. All

stoichiometric and substoichiometric oxides grown by any

method were found to be uniform by AES in depth distribu-

tion.

It was further found by AES that more O than N species

were incorporated into the thin PEO ®lms grown in pure N2

plasma. No nitrogen was detectable in the ®lm grown in an

N2/O2 plasma with 5 sccm of each gas. The bulk mainly

consists of SiO2.

4.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

The XPS survey spectra of all substoichiometric oxides

before sputtering show a small amount of adventitious C

and native oxide, of which both were removed by sputter-

ing. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 with the sample GEE5.

After sputtering, the Si 2p as well as the O 1s peaks are

slightly broadened, even for the thermal SiO2 and the CVD-
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Table 2

Comparison of two GEE- and PEE-deposited ®lms with respect to refractive index and stoichiometry. The thicknesses values in parentheses are measured by

mechanical pro®lometry. Ellipsometer measurements were not possible due to high absorption at 632 nm wavelength

WAFER O2 partial

pressure

(mbar)

Gas

¯ow

(sccm)

O2

Gas

¯ow

(sccm)

N2

Refractive

index

Ratio Si:O

(%) (RBS)

Ratio Si:O:N

(%) (XPS)

Ratio x O:Si

x (XPS)

Thickness

(ellipsom)

(AÊ )

GEE1 5.4 £ 1024 30 ± 1.44 31:69 33:67 2 680

GEE2 5.2 £ 1024 30 ± 1.47 33:67 33:67 2 454

GEE3 1.9 £ 1024 10 ± 1.48 ± 33:67 2 567

GEE4 1.0 £ 1024 7 ± 1.83 ± 36:64 1.75 547

GEE5 4.4 £ 1025 2.3 ± 2.06 40:60 42:58 1.38 520

GEE6 1.5 £ 1025 0.8 ± 2.50 48:52 52:48 0.92 460

PEE1 1.4 £ 1024 10 ± 1.466 ± 33:67 2 1704

PEE2 1.4 £ 1024 10 ± 1.474 ± 33:67 2 1489

PEE3 2.4 £ 1025 1.5 ± ± ± 71:29 0.41 1050

PEE4 2.1 £ 1025 1.5 ± ± ± 76:24 0.32 1043

PEE5 ± 0 8 1.91 ± 35:16:49 ± 371

PEE6 2.7 £ 1025 2 6 1.51 ± 25:73:3 ± 334

PEE7 7.0 £ 1025 4 4 1.57 ± 36:64:0 ± 282

Fig. 6. AES depth pro®le of SiON sample PEE5. The surface spectrum

after a part of the bulk layer was removed veri®es the atomic concentra-

tions.



Si3N4 specimen. This can be attributed to slight lattice

damage caused by ion bombardment. Fig. 9 shows the

high resolution Si 2p spectra of GEE grown oxides

compared with those of thermal SiO2 and the Si substrate

with the peak positions close to the literature values of 103.3

and 99.3 eV, respectively [21]. As already demonstrated by

the AES spectra, the peak of the SiOx ®lms is broadened or

even split depending on the composition. This indicates the

presence of more than one oxidation state.

The quantity of Si in the ®lms was determined from the

XPS spectra as follows. The background was subtracted

from the Si 2p peak. Five symmetric Gaussian bands repre-

senting the different valence states Si, Si1, Si21, Si31 and

Si41 were added with the maximum at binding energies of

99.4, 100.3, 101.3, 102.2, and 103.4 eV with a tolerance of

^ 0.2 eV. The FWHM was ®xed to 1:4 ^ 0:2 eV for all

states except for the Si41 subband where 1:7 ^ 0:2 eV was

used. The peak positions and the FWHM values are in good

agreement with those in the literature [22,23]. Elemental Si

and Si±H differ by only 0.35 eV and were thus ®tted as a

single peak [24]. The average atomic concentration ratio

x � O : Si was calculated by the Si 2p subbands as follows

[23]

x � 1

2

X4

n�1

nA Sin1
ÿ �

=
X4

n�0

A Sin1
ÿ � !

�1�

Here, A(Sin1) represents the relative amount of the Si

valence states from the curve ®ts, which were determined
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Fig. 7. Changes of the (a) Si LVV and (b) Si KLL Auger spectra of PEE

SiON ®lms as a function of refractive index. The curves of PEO-SiO2,

thermal SiO2 and of elemental Si are shown for comparison. The dashed

lines give the literature values of the bottom peak of Si LVV (76 eV for

SiO2, 84 eV for Si3N4) and Si KLL (approximately 1610 eV for SiO2, 1615

eV for Si3N4) [17]. The O2:N2 gas mixture was 4:4, 2:6 and 0:8 sccm for the

samples PEE7, PEE6, and PEE5, respectively.

Fig. 8. Survey spectrum of SiOx sample GEE5 before and after sputter-

cleaning.

Fig. 9. Si 2p spectra measured by XPS of silicon suboxides grown by GEE

(straight line) and PEE (dashed line). The curves of thermal SiO2 and of

elemental Si are shown for comparison.



by calculating the area under each subpeaks. For the silicon

oxynitride samples this method is dif®cult because there are

too many valence states possible. Thus the conventional

method of comparing different peak areas normalized by

relative sensitivity factors given in [21] was used to roughly

estimate the element concentrations.

Fig. 10 shows the Si 2p spectra of some oxynitrides. The

peak position of PEE5 nearly equals that of CVD-Si3N4. The

slight shift to smaller binding energies is attributed to a

surplus of Si. The Si 2p spectrum of PEE6 is not shifted

from that of thermal SiO2 because the ®lm only contains

about 3% nitrogen. The large FWHM indicates the presence

of other phases than SiO2 in the ®lm.

RBS spectra were taken from some GEE samples. The

elemental concentrations determined by this method

compare well with the XPS results as can be seen in

Table 2. The thickness obtained by RBS is about 10±20%

higher than the ellipsometer values. Thus, the deposited

®lms are less dense than thermal oxides. This ®ts well

with the earlier discussion of the AES results.

Regarding ®lm composition, the AES and XPS results

lead to the conclusion that silicon oxides of different stoi-

chiometries can be fabricated by GEE depending on process

parameters. For the plasma-assisted processes PEE and

PEO, oxynitrides can be formed in addition. Since no

evaporated silicon is offered during substrate oxidation,

only SiO2 and no sub-oxides were formed by PEO.

4.3. Infrared spectroscopy (IR)

The IR spectra in the region of 400±1600 cm21 in Fig. 11

show the Si±O stretching, bending and rocking band of

GEE-grown SiOx. The shoulder height of the main Si±O

stretching bend divided by the peak height y is de®ned as

the ratio R, thus R � x=y [25]. R is a function of ®lm compo-

sition ranging from 0.22 for SiO2 to 0.47 for Si rich SiO0.92

(n � 2:50). Compared with the XPS results, samples with n

close to 1.46 have their stretching peak all at 1066 cm21. For

samples with n greater than 1.48 (see Table 2) the Si±O

stretching frequency shifts towards lower wave numbers

below 1057 cm21. The spectra of the stoichiometric samples

exhibit an extra absorption band in the region of 900±980

cm21 between the bending and the stretching band. This

extra peak merges with the broadened stretching band of

the Si rich samples and is probably associated with the

Si±H bending mode in H2SiO2 groups [26]. The GEE

®lms are too thin to clearly detect any Si±H or Si±OH

absorption bands. Due to the limits of this method, it can

only be concluded that the ®lms contain Si±O compounds.

The changes of the shoulder heights agree with the results

on stoichiometry obtained from XPS.

4.4. Electrical characterization

The relation between the leakage current and the electric

®eld of one typical representative of the PEE-, GEE- and

PEO-grown stoichiometric oxides is plotted in Fig. 12. The

curve of a wet thermally grown oxide is shown for refer-

ence. The PEO sample exhibits no current injection until 4

MV/cm. The displacement current due to the voltage ramp

is below 1 £ 1029 A/cm2. Some Fowler±Nordheim tunnel-

ing seems to occur before breakdown below 6 MV/cm.

There is no current injection due to charge trapping. A

different behaviour is shown by the PEE sample. Below 3

MV/cm a tiny displacement current of the order of 1029 A/

cm2 is present. Above 3 MV/cm electrons are injected, ®ll-

ing deep traps in the bulk of the oxide. This results in a ledge
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Fig. 10. Si 2p spectra measured by XPS of silicon oxynitrides grown by

PEE. The curves of thermal SiO2, CVD-Si3N4 and of elemental Si are

shown for comparison.

Fig. 12. Comparison of I±V characteristics of different low-temperature

oxides in MOS structures. The curve of thermal SiO2 is shown for refer-

ence.

Fig. 11. Infrared absorption spectra of as-deposited SiOx ®lms grown by

GEE.



of the logarithmic I±V plot for the trapped charge carriers

oppose the applied external ®eld [27]. This plateau further

presents some noise and a current spike as a result of a

localized breakdown. After all traps are ®lled, destructive

breakdown occurs at nearly 7 MV/cm for this specimen. The

I±V characteristics of the GEE-grown sample is rather poor.

High current injection occurs at even very low ®elds under 2

MV/cm. The current saturates between 1025 and 1024 A/

cm2 until the high breakdown ®eld of 13 MV/cm. There are

two effects responsible for the shift of the destructive break-

down to this very high ®eld. First, the high conductance of

the oxide reduces the applied external ®eld in the MOS

capacitor. Second, the presence of a large number of charge

traps and the build-up of new traps provide a high opposing

internal ®eld retarding the breakdown. New traps in the

dielectric layer during the voltage ramp can originate due

to local heating, caused of the high current ¯ow [27].

According to our observations, the electrical characteris-

tics of GEE and PEE oxides hardly depend on the substrate

temperature during growth. The I±V curves of PEO samples

improve with increasing substrate temperature, however.

Fig. 13 shows that signi®cant current injection occurs in

®lms fabricated at room temperature and at 2608C. In the

®lms produced at 360 and 4808C there is no signi®cant

leakage current until the breakdown ®eld is reached.

The excellent dielectric strength makes the PEO oxide a

very promising candidate for applications like passivation

of vertical MBE-grown devices (this was already shown in

[28]) or as a high-®eld dielectric between the control gate

and the ¯oating gate in EPROM devices [3]. Furthermore,

the I±V characteristics from wafer to wafer are highly repro-

ducible. A PEE oxide of the above-shown I±V curve can be

used as a somewhat thicker passivation layer for nano- and

microelectronic devices and as an intermetal dielectric

below metallic surfaces. The I±V curves are fairly reprodu-

cible and can be improved by optimizing the process para-

meters. The poor bulk resistivity of the GEE sample is not

acceptable for most electronic devices where very thin

dielectrics are needed. The high current injection and the

trapping ledge are fairly reproducible from wafer to wafer.

Sometimes the destructive breakdown occurs at very low

®elds.

Fig. 14a±c compares the trace and retrace high-frequency

C±V and G±V curves of the low-temperature oxides. The

negative ¯atband voltage of all dielectrics indicates that

positive charge exists either at the interface or within the

bulk layer. The hysteresis between the trace and retrace

curve of the GEE and PEE sample is caused by the inter-

change of charge carriers across the silicon-insulator inter-

face. Holes could be emitted from traps in the insulator and

trapped in the oxide, or electrons could be emitted from

traps in the insulator and transported into Si. Both effects

contribute to hysteresis [29]. This observation is consistent

with the I±V characteristics where carrier injection even

occurs at rather low ®elds. The very low hysteresis of 0.2

V and the ¯atband voltage of only 2 1.2 V indicate low

densities of mobile and ®xed charges within the PEO oxide

layer. This is in accordance with the I±V curve where no

trapping ledge occurs before breakdown.

The interface state density Dit lies between the medium

1011 to low 1012 eV21 cm22 range for the low-temperature

samples. There occurs no change between the measure-
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Fig. 13. Comparison of I±V characteristics of PEO oxides in MOS struc-

tures grown at different substrate temperatures.

Fig. 14. Trace and retrace C±V characteristics of SiO2 grown by (a) GEE,

(b) PEE, (c) PEO



ments of the trace and retrace measurement. This is rather

poor for applications as gate oxides. Obviously the different

growth kinetics for such low temperatures are responsible

for the high interface state density. The Dit values of unan-

nealed thermal SiO2 and CVD-Si3N4 are 1:2 £ 1011 and

2:0 £ 1011 eV21 cm22, respectively. No postmetallization

anneal was performed.

5. Discussion of ®lm growth

5.1. Gas enhanced evaporation (GEE)

The deposition of SiOx is performed by reactive evapora-

tion of Si in O2 atmosphere. O2 naturally reacts with the Si

surface. The composition of the deposited ®lm is supposed

to depend on three parameters: the evaporation rate of Si,

the oxygen pressure and the wafer temperature. At O2 pres-

sures higher than approximately 2 £ 1022 Pa the mean free

path of the evaporated Si is lower than the distance between

the Si target and the Si substrate. Consequently, at pressures

lower than 2 £ 1022 Pa the probability of the formation of

molecules like SiO or even SiO2 through collisions in the

gas phase is very small. The chemical reactions take place

on the surface of the substrate and later on the growing ®lm,

which is exposed to the impingement of Si atoms and mole-

cules as well as to O2 molecules. The particles are adsorbed,

re¯ected, or desorbed after a short contact with the surface.

The reaction of the adsorbed species is supported by surface

diffusion into the potential wells of the regular lattice sites

[30]. Hence, the kinetics of the ®lm growth is controlled by

the impingement rates of the participating species, their

condensation coef®cients and the substrate temperature.

The condensation coef®cient is the ratio of permanently

adsorbed to total impinging particles on the surface. The

impingement rates of the evaporant as well as of the reactive

gas can be calculated or graphically determined by a nomo-

gram [30] if the gas pressure and the deposition rate with the

absence of any gas are known. Fig. 15 describes the depen-

dence of the ®lm composition, i.e. the stoichiometry as

determined by XPS, on the impingement ratio of Si and

O2. It can be clearly seen that SiO2 is obtained if the oxygen

pressure is increased beyond a certain value.

A further increase of the impingement ratio can nega-

tively affect the ®lm properties. We observed a decrease

of the refractive index down to 1.42 for GEE-grown samples

at oxygen pressures far greater than 2 £ 1022 Pa (Fig. 4). A

refractive index lower than the theoretical value of 1.465

(for thermal SiO2) is attributed to porousity or low density of

the ®lm [31]. Possible reasons are the increased number of

collisions and the associated energy loss of the evaporated

Si particles at high gas pressures. Now, molecules like SiO

or SiO2 are likely to hit the surface. The growth of a high

quality ®lm (i.e. a ®lm with high density in this case) is

impeded by the reduced surface diffusion of rather large

species like SiO. Film quality (like electrical performance

or ®lm density) could be improved by substrate tempera-

tures higher than 4508C leading to enhanced surface diffu-

sion.

The high density of interface states of all oxide samples

can also be explained by the ®lm growth kinetics. At low

growth temperatures surface migration of adsorbates is

suppressed. The Si surface dangling bonds cannot be passi-

vated effectively through chemical bonding. Si dangling

bonds usually act as a source of positive ®xed charges in

the oxide [32]. This can cause problems such as trapping

and detrapping of electrons if an electrical ®eld is applied.

The electron injection rate is enhanced at high interface

state densities because electrons can easily enter the oxide

by tunneling when dangling bonds exist at the interface. It

was observed by mass spectroscopy that evaporated Si

mainly consists of atomic Si but also of clusters like Si2 or

Si3. Thereby, unoxidized Si islands are formed in the ®lm

which can act as a trap for positive ®xed charges when

interfacially polarized [33]. For GEE as deposition process,

the original Si surface corresponds to the SiO2/Si interface.

Hence, the interface properties depend strongly on the Si

surface condition before growth. Special care must be taken

with substrate cleaning.

5.2. Plasma enhanced oxidation (PEO) and plasma

enhanced evaporation (PEE)

For PEO and PEE, two additional plasma-generated reac-

tive species, atomic and negatively charged oxygen (O2)

[20], as well as an additional gas, Ar, are present, of

which the latter is necessary to maintain the discharge. To

keep the plasma stable, a minimum of 20 sccm Ar ¯ow,

corresponding to 6 £ 1022 Pa, is necessary. At this pressure

the mean free path of the evaporated Si is below but still of

the same order of the distance crucible - substrate. Thus,

high evaporation rates are necessary to compensate the loss

of evaporated Si by scattering with Ar and O2.

With an arc current of Iarc � 25 A, the arc voltage typi-

cally amounts to Uarc � 45 V. The number N of the elec-

trons in the arc is obtained from the relation

Iarc´t � N´e �2�
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Fig. 15. O:Si ratio in GEE ®lms as a function of the impingement ratio of

evaporated silicon and oxygen gas.



where e is the electron charge and t the time. The electrons

are emitted from the ®lament and accelerated over a

distance of 50 cm from the ®lament to the opposite chamber

wall. This yields for the number of electrons

N � Iarc´s

e

���������
2m

e´Uarc

s
�3�

where the electron mass and the distance are represented by

m and s, respectively. With the arc radius r estimated to 5

cm the electron density in the arc is calculated as follows

n � N

s´r2´p
� 1:0 £ 1010 cm23

� �
�4�

The density of the present O2 molecules in the chamber is

obtained from the ideal gas equation to

n O2

ÿ � � p O2

ÿ �
k´T

� 4:8 £ 1012 cm23
� �

�5�

Here, p is the O2 partial pressure (2 £ 1022 Pa) and T is

the temperature, which is supposed to be 300 K.

The growth kinetics of PEO is similar to thermal oxida-

tion and has been previously discussed in brief in this paper.

At the beginning of ®lm growth, oxidizing ionic species are

transported rapidly by the bias difference between the

plasma and the wafer to the interface [20]. The ®lm growth

is thus reaction limited. When the layer becomes thicker, the

diffusion time reduces the growth speed which is now para-

bolic (slope (1/2) in Fig. 2). The afore-mentioned difference

in bias as well as the small size of atomic O and ionic O2 as

compared to molecular O2 are the driving forces for the

rapid oxide growth as compared to thermal oxidation. The

growth rate of PEO oxides is typically 0.05 AÊ /s at 4508C for

long process times.

The number of atomic oxygen, which is necessary for

SiO2 ®lm growth is determined as follows. The oxidation

rate F per area of the interface Si atoms is given by

F Si� � � dNSi

dt´dA
� rSi´NA

MSi

R �6�

Here, Nsi is the number of oxidized Si atoms at the substa-

te's surface, t is the time of plasma exposure, A is the

oxidized area, NA Avogadro's constant, MSi is the molecular

mass of Si (28.09 g/mol), rSi the density of crystalline Si

(2.32 g/cm3), and R is the SiO2 ®lm growth rate, given by

®lm thickness per oxidation time t.

With the ®lm growth rate of 0.05 AÊ /s and taking into

account that two oxygen atoms react with one silicon

atom of the crystal the following ¯ux of oxygen atoms per

time and area towards the Si substrate is necessary

F O� � � dNSi

dt´dA
� 2´F Si� � � 5 £ 1013 s21cm22

� �
�7�

With the approximation that the plasma particles exhibit

the Maxwell velocity distribution [34] the square root of the

mean squared velocity v is given by

���
v2

q
�

��������
3´k´T

mO

s
� 6:8 £ 104 cm=s� � �8�

where mO is the mass of atomic oxygen. For an isotropic

velocity distribution only one sixth of the atoms and ions

reach the Si surface and that all of these atoms migrate

through the growing ®lm to the substrate, the following

density of non-molecular O species, which can contribute

to oxidation is calculated to

n O� � � 6´F O� ����
v2

p � 4:4 £ 109 cm23
� �

�9�

If this value is compared with the electron density in the

arc one can conclude that with our experimental conditions

one or two electrons create one pair of atomic O, of which

most of them reach the Si substrate by diffusion through the

growing ®lm at 4508C substrate temperature. Compared

with the density of O2 molecules in the chamber, only one

over 1000 molecules is dissociated.

Especially, the PEO process buries the SiO2/Si interface

below the original surface. The interface properties are thus

independent of the subsequent oxide formation, but rather

depend on the low-rate plasma oxidation process. Thereby,

better electrical properties are obtained than by GEE. This

can be clearly seen by the low charge carrier injection of the

PEO oxides compared to GEE oxides if an external electri-

cal ®eld is applied (Fig. 12).

PEE combines both oxidation methods, GEE and PEO.

The ®lm grows by oxidation of the adsorbed Si on the

surface as well as by diffusion of atomic O into the ®lm.

At the beginning of ®lm growth, the interface is buried

below the original substrate surface by diffusion of atomic

O, known as subcutaneous oxidation. When the ®lm

becomes thicker, it is more likely that dangling bonds of

Si rich nano-clusters in the deposited layer serve as a sink

for O radicals. Then, fewer O species reach the interface. In

a word, subcutaneous oxidation is reduced with increasing

®lm growth and with increasing Si content in the deposited

®lm.

It was shown that GEE works well in O2 but not in N2

atmosphere. The reactive Si dangling bonds do not adsorb

N2 for its high inertness. Hence, N2 must be dissociated

before in the electron arc. However, the PEO oxynitride

®lms grown in an Ar/N2 plasma without oxygen mainly

consist of SiO2 instead of Si3N4 and are rather thin compared

to PEO oxides grown under the same conditions. This is

expected because Si3N4 and oxynitrides serve as a diffusion

layer for atomic species [35]. During the plasma process,

oxygen desorbs from the chamber walls by electron and ion

bombardment and is thus always present in the plasma. In

addition, the dissociation energy of the inert gas N2 (9.8 eV)

is much higher than for O2 (5.2 eV) [36]. This explains why

the formation of silicon oxide is much more likely than the

formation of silicon nitride even if only N2 is added to the

plasma. The sample PEE5 mainly contains silicon nitride
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but is rather silicon rich. The reason is that only very few

electrons in the low-energy plasma have enough energy to

crack the N2 molecule. Furthermore, if the nitride samples

are carried through air to the measurement apparatus, the

surface is heavily oxidized by the surrounding air.

6. Conclusions

Low-temperature oxides and suboxides were fabricated

by the following plasma and evaporation-assisted processes

on Si substrates: gas enhanced evaporation, plasma

enhanced oxidation and by a combination of both processes,

called plasma enhanced evaporation. The extensive charac-

terization of the ®lms show that stoichiometry is controlled

by the impingement ratio of the oxygen and silicon species

on the substrate surface for GEE and PEE. PEO is compar-

able to thermal oxidation because both are diffusion

processes. The difference is that O radicals produced by

the plasma migrate much faster through the ®lm than O2

molecules. According to XPS and AES measurements all

oxidation states of silicon can be present in the same ®lm

depending on the Si:O concentration ratio in the ®lm. The

electrical properties are rather determined by the different

growth kinetics than by a change of process parameters. The

very good I±V characteristics are mainly due to the buried

SiO2/Si interface. The electrical quality of SiO2 deposited by

GEE is rather poor because of low ®lm density and possibly

because of incorporated Si rich clusters not detectable by

AES or XPS. Due to subcutaneous plasma oxidation, PEE

oxides show better electrical properties than GEE ®lms. The

low substrate temperature during ®lm growth opens up

numerous applications for these processes.
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